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Zinc-blende compounds of transition elements with N, P, As, Sb, S, Se, and Te
as half-metallic systems
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We report systematic first-principles calculations for ordered zinc-blende compounds of the transition metal
elements V, Cr, and Mn with thesp elements N, P, As, Sb, S, Se, and Te, motivated by a recent fabrication of
zinc-blende CrAs, CrSb, and MnAs. They show a ferromagnetic half-metallic behavior for a wide range of
lattice constants. We discuss the origin and trends of half-metallicity, present the calculated equilibrium lattice
constants, and examine the half-metallic behavior of their transition element terminated~001! surfaces.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The swiftly developing field of spin electronics1 has pro-
vided strong motivation toward the construction of intere
ing magnetic materials. Of particular interest are half-met
i.e., compounds for which only one spin direction presen
gap at the Fermi levelEF , while the other has a metalli
character. Such a behavior is present in various perovs
structures,2 in Heusler compounds,3 and in dilute magnetic
semiconductors.4 Lately it has been possible to grow bina
CrAs in the zinc-blende~ZB! structure epitaxially on GaAs
this compound was found to be half metallic, both by expe
ment and by relevant calculations.5 It has also the great ad
vantage of a high Curie temperatureTC , around 400 K.6

Similar is theTC of ferromagnetic ZB CrSb.7 Moreover, the
growth of nanoscale ZB MnAs dots on GaAs substrates8 has
been achieved and CrAs/GaAs multilayers have b
fabricated.9 Evidently, the know-how on the construction o
these materials, which perhaps can be viewed as limi
cases of dilute magnetic semiconductors, is increasing,
they will possibly be at the center of interest of spintron
applications soon, since they combine half-metallicity, a h
Curie temperature, and coherent growth on semicondu
~SC! substrates.

The experimental work on these systems seems to
ahead of the theoretical analysis. Pioneering calculati
concerning the bulk or the surfaces have been reported,5,10–15

but there is still extensive work to be done. One matter to
discussed is the origin of the half-metallicity; another is t
question whether half-metallicity is preserved at the surfac
and a third, in view of the future possible growth of simil
compounds based on different SC or transition metals, is
theoretical prediction of the cases where half-metallic
can manifest itself, in order to serve as a helpful guidel
to where future experiments can focus. It is the purpose
this paper to address these three points by first-princi
calculations.

The outline of the paper has as follows. In Sec. II w
briefly describe our method of calculation. In Sec. III w
address the question of the origin of the half-metallic beh
ior and discuss the electronic structure of the ZB compou
of transiton elements withsp atoms; we examine only th
ferromagnetic configuration in view of the conclusions
0163-1829/2003/67~10!/104417~8!/$20.00 67 1044
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Shirai11 on VAs, CrAs, and MnAs. In Sec. IV we present th
results of extensive systematic calculations for the ZB co
pounds of the formXY, with X5V, Cr, and Mn andY
5N, P, As, Sb, S, Se, and Te, for various lattice constant
a ferromagnetic configuration, and we examine in wh
cases half-metallicity is present; we also present the ca
lated equilibrium lattice constants to obtain a feeling for t
lattice mismatch if one would grow these compounds
semiconductors. In Sec. V we focus on the half-metallicity
transition metal terminated~001! surfaces. We conclude with
a summary in Sec. VI.

II. METHOD OF CALCULATION

To perform the calculations, we have used the Vos
Wilk-Nusair parametrization16 for the local density approxi-
mation~LDA ! of the exchange-correlation potential to sol
the Kohn-Sham equations within the full-potential screen
Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker~KKR! Green function method,17

where the correct shape of the Wigner-Seitz cells is
counted for.18 The scalar relativistic approximation was use
which takes into account the relativistic effects except tha
spin-orbit coupling.19 To calculate the charge density, we in
tegrate along a contour on the complex energy plane, wh
extends from below the 4s states of thesp atom up to the
Fermi level, using 42 energy points. For the Brillouin zo
~BZ! integration we have used ak-space grid of 30330330
in the full BZ ~752k points in the irreducible wedge! for the
bulk calculations and aki-space grid 30330 ~256 ki points
in the irreducible wedge! in the two-dimensional full BZ for
the surface calculations. We have used a cutoff ofl max53 for
the wave fuctions and Green functions. More details on
surface calculations are described in Ref. 14.

The zinc-blende structure can be easily seen to fit on a
lattice, by occupying only half of the sites with the two kind
of atoms and leaving the other half as voids. Viewed in t
way, the consecutive lattice sites of bcc in the cubic diago
are occupied by Ga, As, Void1, and Void2~in the case of e.g.,
GaAs!. This is useful for the KKR method because all emp
space of the quite open ZB structure is taken into accou

We must also say a few words about state counting w
the KKR method. The charge is found by adding the par
contributions ofs, p, d, and f electrons~if a cutoff of l max
53 is used!. In this way one ignores the contribution to th
©2003 The American Physical Society17-1
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IOSIF GALANAKIS AND PHIVOS MAVROPOULOS PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 104417 ~2003!
wave function of higher angular momenta, which, althou
very small, is nonzero. This has a negligible effect for cal
lations in a metal, where the missing~or extra! charge is
regained by a very small readjustment of the Fermi levelEF .
However, if there is a band gap atEF , one finds the charge
to deviate slightly from the integer value it should have
state counting. As a consequence for half-metals, altho
the densitiy of states~DOS! and the inspection of the band
clearly show thatEF lies within the gap for minority
spin, and hence the magnetic moment per unit cell mus
integer, its calculated value deviates slightly from the ex
integer value. In our work, the presence of half-metallic
has always been judged by inspection of the density of st
and of the energy bands, and not from the value of the m
netic moment. The partial values of the charges and m
ments, calculated by local orbital summation, are accurat
within 1%.

III. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE

In this section we shall examine the electronic structure
the compounds, and discuss the origin of the half-metallic
and the value of the total moment. Although for arbitraryk
the wave functions do not belong exclusively to a sin
irreducible representation such ast2g or eg , it is convenient
to retain this terminology for the bands formed originally
t2g or eg orbitals, since they are energetically rather se
rated. Let us focus on a 3d atom. In the ZB structure, the
tetrahedral environment allows itst2g states (dxy , dyz , and
dxz) to hybridize with thep states of the four first neighbor
~the sp atoms!. Note that in the tetrahedral geometry, thep
orbitals of the four neighboring sites transform as partner
the t2g irreducible representation when analyzed around
central site.31 This creates a large bonding-antibonding sp
ting, with the low-lying bonding states being more ofp char-
acter around thesp neighbors ~we call these bands ‘‘p
bands’’ henceforth!, and the antibonding being rather ofd
character around the 3d atom ~but also see the discussio
below!. The gap formed in between is partly filled by theeg
states of the 3d atom (dz2 anddx2-y2); the position of the gap
will be different for majority and minority electrons, due t
the exchange splitting.

This symmetry-inducedp-d hybridization and bonding-
antibonding splitting has been found in the past in the cas
transiton metal doped zinc-blende semiconductors;20,21 the
splitting has also been refered to as ‘‘p-d repulsion,’’ con-
cerning the interaction of the impurityt2g localized states
with the semiconductor anionp band. In the limit of full
substitution of the semiconductor cation by the transit
metal, one arrives at the cases studied here; in partic
MnTe was studied in Ref. 21, and found to be half-metallic
the ferromagnetic phase is assumed.

The situation can be elucidated by an examination of
energy bands of CrAs, presented in Fig. 1. Thes states of As
are very low in energy and omitted in the figure. Around23
eV, the p bands can be seen. The next bands are the o
formed by the Creg orbitals, around21.5 eV for majority
bands and11 eV for minority bands. They are quite fla
reflecting the fact that their hybridization with the states
10441
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As neighbors is weak~or even zero, atk50, due to symme-
try!. These bands can accommodate two electrons per s
Above them, the substantially wider antibondingp-t2g hy-
brids appear, starting from21 eV for majority bands and
from 11.5 eV for minority bands. Their large bandwidth ca
be attributed to the strong hybridization and to their hi
energy position. The bonding-antibonding splitting is al
contributing to the fact that they be pushed up beyond the
eg states. As a result, the three families of bands do
intermix, but are rather energetically separate. In
majority-spin direction the bonding-antibonding splitting
smaller, because the transition element 3d states are origi-
nally lower in energy, closer to thep states of thesp atom. In
the minority spin direction the states are higher due to
exchange splitting and the gap is aroundEF . Band counting
gives an integer total magnetic moment of 3mB . To the clear
bonding-antibonding gap the ZB geometry also contribut
since it has been previously reported10,12,13 that in the hex-
agonal NiAs geometry MnP, MnAs, and MnSb show no ga

On the character of the states, we must finally n
the following: In those compounds where the major
transition-elementd states are originally lower than the anio
p states, e.g., in the case of the MnAs or CrAs, the majo
bonding bands are more ofd character around Mn or Cr an
the antibonding more ofp character around thesp atom. For
the minority spin the situation is the other way around,
that the bonding bands are morep-like, centered around the
sp cation, while the antibonding bands are mored like, cen-
tered around the transition element. This can be seen by

FIG. 1. Energy bands of CrAs calculated at the GaAs latt
constant. Withp, eg , andt2g we denote the whole bands originatin
from orbitals of the corresponding character, although this chara
is well defined only fork50. The bonding-antibonding splitting
between thep andt2g bands is evident; the band gap is between
p and the flateg bands. The system is half metallic.
7-2
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atom-resolved DOS in Fig. 2. For the group-VI compoun
thep states are initially even lower, so that thep character of
the bonding states increases for both spins.

Next we consider different compounds, to see the trend
increasing transition metal atomic number: VAs, CrAs, a
MnAs. The corresponding DOS can be seen in Fig. 2, ca
lated for the InAs lattice parameter in all cases to allow co
parison. For VAs,EF lies between the majorityeg and t2g .
Since they are separated, this results in a zero DOS atEF , as
in the limiting case of a semiconductor with almost ze
band gap~shown in more detail in the corresponding inset
Fig. 2!. The moment is 2mB . As the number of valence 3d
electrons increases for CrAs, thet2g bands are pulled down
enough to accommodate one electron (M53mB), and for
MnAs even more, so as to accommodate two electrons;
M54mB . At the same time, for the minority spin the ban
gap does not change in magnitude and continues to emb
EF . This can be understood in terms of the exchange s
ting DEx being proportional to the magnetic moment:DEx
.IM . When the moment increases by 1mB , DEx must in-
crease by one time the exchange integralI, about 0.8 eV.22

FIG. 2. Atom-resolved DOS for several materials in the zin
blende structure using the InAs lattice constant. Negative num
on the DOS axis represent the minority spin. The dashed lines
taining the shadowed area correspond to the DOS within
Wigner-Seitz cell of the transition element, and the full lines to
one of thesp atom. The small DOS of the vacant sites is omitted.
all cases,EF lies within the minority-spin gap, i.e., the systems a
half-metallic. In the upper left inset, the majority DOS for VAs
shown in more detail aroundEF , to demonstrate the low DOS a
EF . Spin moments for these compounds are given in Table I.
10441
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Thus the minority bands remain almost at their position.
This behavior is quite stable, unless the energy gained

increasing the exchange splitting in order to achieve o
moremB is overshot by the Coulomb energy cost; remem
that the majorityt2g bands are wide. Then the system com
promises by placingEF higher, within the minorityeg con-
duction band, and half-metallicity is lost. This can occur f
small lattice constants or at the surface, and will be presen
in the next sections.

Generally, the bondingp bands can accommodate s
electrons~three per spin!, and since they lie low in energy
they must be filled up; in addition, there is yet another ba
lower in energy, consisting of thes states of thesp atom,
which has space for two electrons~one per spin!. Once these
eight bands are filled by eight of the valence electrons,
remaining electrons will fill part of majorityd states, first the
lower-lying eg states and then thet2g states creating the mag
netic moment. This electron counting gives then an inte
total moment of

M5~Ztot28!mB , ~1!

whereZtot is the total number of valence electrons in the u
cell.32 This ‘‘rule of 8’’ is the analog of the Slater-Paulin
behavior for these systems; a similar behavior is found in
case of the half-metallic Heusler alloys, as a ‘‘rule of 18’’
a ‘‘rule of 24.’’23,24 Of course these are valid only whe
half-metallicity is present.

According to the ‘‘rule of 8’’ of Eq. ~1!, the ~integer!
moment should increase by 1mB if one changes only thesp
atom from group V to group VI, since then one more valen
electron is available~in this respect there is a similarity to th
dilute magnetic semiconductors25!. In order to present this
we calculated the electronic structure of the 3d group-VI
compounds. In Fig. 2 the DOSs of CrS, CrSe, and CrTe
shown. We chose to use the InAs lattice constant in this c
so as to compare with the group-V compounds at a sin
lattice constant. Note that the InAs lattice~6.058 Å! is very
close to the CdSe one~6.052 Å!. We found a ferromagnetic
half-metallic solution for these cases, with a magnetic m
ment of 4mB as expected. The physical mechanism involv
is the same as in the 3d group-V case, and the main differ
ence lies in thatp states of the group-VI elements lie lower
energy, so that the band gap is larger and the hybridiza
with the neighbord states smaller.

We have also calculated the 3d group-VI compounds VS,
VSe, VTe, MnS, MnSe, and MnTe. They also show a ha
metallic behavior for a range of lattice constants, with th
magnetic moment given by the ‘‘rule of 8’’; they will be
discussed in Sec. IV. However, we must note that we h
only searched for the ferromagnetic solution. A systema
investigation of the energetics of ferromagnetic vs antifer
magnetic solutions lies beyond the scope of this paper.
pecially in the case of Mn group-VI compounds, an antif
romagnetic solution could be possibly more stable, sin
these compounds are isoelectronic with FeAs, which
been found to have an antiferromagnetic ground state at
equilibrium lattice constant in calculations by Shirai;11 in
particular, MnTe was calculated to be more stable in
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IOSIF GALANAKIS AND PHIVOS MAVROPOULOS PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 104417 ~2003!
antifferomagnetic phase, in Ref. 21. For the compounds V
CrAs, and MnAs, the analysis of Shirai points toward sta
ferromagnetic solutions.

In Table I the magnetic moments are presented for sev
3d group-V and 3d group-VI materials for the InAs lattice
constants. All these compounds are half-metallic, e
MnSe, where thet2g majority-spin band is filled completely
to achieve the 5mB . The total moment, calculated by sum
mation over KKR local orbitals instead of state countin
does not appear exactly integer as it should, as explaine
Sec. II.

From Table I we see that thesp atom has an induced loca
magnetic momentM loc opposite to the one of thed atom.
This is in agreement with previous results on 3d As
compounds.10–12The trend is that for lightersp elements the
induced moment absolute value increases (M loc becomes
more negative!; naturally, the local moment at the 3d atom
increases as well, since the total magnetic moment mus
main a constant integer. For the group VI-elements~higher
ionicity! these effects are smaller.

This behavior can be understood in the following wa
The minority bondingp band is more located within th
Wigner-Seitz cell of thesp atom, whereas the majorityp
band is more hybridized with the lowd orbitals and thus
more shared with the 3d atoms; this results in opposite ma
netic moments of thesp atoms. As we change to lightersp
elements, the minorityp wave functions become even mo
localized, while the majority ones are less affected due
their strong hybridization with the lowd orbitals ~this is
evident in the atomic resolution of the DOS of CrSb, CrA
and CrP in Fig. 2!. Thus the absolute value of the loc
moment on thesp atoms—antiparallel to the one of the 3d
atoms—increases for the lighter elements. In the case od
group-VI compounds, these effects are smaller, becausep
states are deeper in energy, and thus less hybridized with
transition element majorityd states and more alike for th
two spin directions.

Another effect of going to lightersp elements is the

TABLE I. Spin magnetic moment inmB for the InAs experimen-
tal lattice constant. The atomic-resolved moment values refer to
moment included in a Wigner-Seitz cell around each atom. Vo
and Void2 refer to the vacant sites used to describe the zinc-ble
structure as described in Sec. II. The total moment does not ap
exactly integer as explained in Sec. II.

Compound 3dat. sp-at. Void1 Void2 Total

CrN 3.887 21.071 0.027 0.127 2.960
CrP 3.318 20.448 20.019 0.085 2.935
CrAs 3.269 20.382 20.029 0.080 2.937
CrSb 3.148 20.249 20.036 0.084 2.946
VAs 2.054 20.196 0.006 0.076 1.939
MnAs 4.070 20.250 0.008 0.106 3.935
CrS 3.858 20.117 0.050 0.154 3.945
CrSe 3.830 20.102 0.050 0.162 3.939
CrTe 3.752 20.057 0.053 0.182 3.930
VSe 2.750 20.054 0.068 0.173 2.937
MnSe 4.579 0.149 0.061 0.142 4.931
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increase of the band gap, as can be seen in Fig. 2
CrSb→CrAs→CrP and CrTe→CrSe→CrS. This is consisten
with the picture that the local magnetic moment of thed
atom increases, causing a larger exchange splittingDEx and
pushing up the minorityeg bands.

IV. VARIATION OF THE LATTICE CONSTANT

The compounds consisting of 3d and sp elements that
have been fabricated5,7,8 are metastable in the ZB structur
For instance, MnAs is grown in the orthorombic or hexag
nal structure,26 in which it does not present half-metalli
behavior,10,12 although it is still ferromagnetic. The meta
stable ZB structure can be achieved only when the mate
are grown on top of a ZB semiconductor, such as GaAs.5,7,8

It can be expected that in the first few monolayers the ma
rials will adopt the lattice constant of the underlying buffe
thus the question arises whether half metallicity is present
the lattice parameter of the semiconductor. To peruse this
have performed calculations of all combinations of typeXY,
with X5V, Cr, and Mn andY5N, P, As, and Sb, for the
lattice constants of the relevant ZB III-V semiconducto
GaN, InN, GaP, GaAs, InP, InAs, GaSb, and InSb~given in
increasing lattice parameter order!.

Moreover, we have calculated the equilibrium lattice co
stant that these compounds would have. In this manner
can obtain a feeling of what systems would perhaps grow
a certain SC substrate, as opposed to unrealistic comb
tions due to lattice mismatch and stress. Here we must n
that, within the LDA, the equilibrium lattice constant
known to be underestimated by a few percent27 ~so-called
overbinding!; thus the ‘‘real’’ lattice constant of such mate
rials would be as much as 3% larger.

Our results are summarized in Table II. A ‘‘1’’ sign
means that the compound is half-metallic for the given latt
constant, while a ‘‘2’’ sign means loss of half-metallicity. A
6 means that though the system is not half-metallic, the s
polarization at EF is very close to 100%. Where half
metallicity is preserved, the total magnetic moment is giv
by Eq.~1!. Note that even in the cases where half-metallic
is lost, ap-d hybridization gap is present~but not atEF).
Upon compression, the bandwidth of the valencep bands
and theeg bands increases, and the gap between them
creases somewhat—the increase of the bonding-antibon
splitting is not relevant, since it concerns the relative posit
of the p and t2g bands. Most importantly, though,EF is
shifted toward higher energies by the majority states, so
it can step into the minorityeg band and destroy half
metallicity. In Table II we see that all materials examined a
half-metallic for the large lattice constant of InSb, but lo
the half-metallicity for the small one of GaN.

The general trend observed in Table II, apart from t
effect of compression, is that the tendency toward ha
metallicity increases for lightersp elements. This is consis
tent with the picture that for lighter group-V elements thep
state is energetically lower and also more localized. B
these factors result in reducing the shifting ofEF by com-
pression; but more importantly, the gap increases for ligh
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ZINC-BLENDE COMPOUNDS OF TRANSITION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 104417 ~2003!
sp elements as analyzed at the end of Sec. III. Thus h
metallicity holds out longer.

Similar trends are observed in the case of 3d group-VI
compounds. The systematics are presented in Table III.
investigated systems areXY with X5V, Cr, and Mn andY
5S, Se, and Te, for the experimental lattice constants of
II-VI semiconductors ZnS, ZnSe, CdS, CdSe, ZnTe, a
CdTe. Again we see the loss of half-metallicity by compre
sion, and a stronger tendency toward half-metallicity
lighter group-VI elements; both effects can be attributed
the same reasons as in the 3d group-V case.

TABLE II. Calculated properties of different materials adoptin
the zinc-blende structure using the experimental lattice constan
of several zinc-blende III-V semiconductors. A ‘‘1’’ sign means
that a system is half-metallic, a ‘‘2’’ that the Fermi level is above
the gap and a ‘‘6’’ that the Fermi level is only slightly within the
conduction band and the spin polarization atEF is almost 100%.
For each compound, the calculated equilibrium lattice paramet
also given in parentheses. The experimental semiconductor la
parameters were taken from Refs. 28 and 29 except for the ca
GaN and InN in the zinc-blende structure which were taken fr
Refs. 28 and 30.

a ~Å! GaN InN GaP GaAs InP InAs GaSb InS
compound 4.51 4.98 5.45 5.65 5.87 6.06 6.10 6.

VN ~4.21! 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

VP ~5.27! 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1

VAs ~5.54! 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1

VSb ~5.98! 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1

CrN ~4.08! 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

CrP ~5.19! 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1

CrAs ~5.52! 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1

CrSb ~5.92! 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1

MnN ~4.06! 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

MnP ~5.00! 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1

MnAs ~5.36! 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1

MnSb ~5.88! 2 2 2 2 2 2 6 1

TABLE III. Similar to Table II for transition metal compound
with the group-VI elements. For each compound, the calcula
equilibrium lattice parameter is also given in parentheses.
experimental semiconductor lattice parameters were taken f
Ref. 29.

a ~Å! ZnS ZnSe CdS CdSe ZnTe CdTe
compound 5.41 5.67 5.82 6.05 6.10 6.49

VS ~5.24! 2 2 1 1 1 1

VSe ~5.56! 2 2 2 1 1 1

VTe ~6.06! 2 2 2 2 6 1

CrS ~5.04! 2 1 1 1 1 1

CrSe~5.61! 2 6 1 1 1 1

CrTe ~6.07! 2 2 2 1 1 1

MnS ~4.90! 2 1 1 1 1 1

MnSe ~5.65! 2 2 6 1 1 1

MnTe ~6.10! 2 2 2 2 2 1
10441
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However, the calculated equilibrium lattice constan
~given in parentheses in Tables II and III! lessen the possible
selections. Indeed, the nitrides and sulphides tend to b
much condensed that they would probably not grow epita
ally at a lattice constant favoring half metallicity; the nitride
are even nonmagnetic at their small equilibrium lattice co
stant. In fact, only VSb, CrSb and CrTe are half-metallic
their equilibrium lattice constant. On the other hand, if o
would allow for a 5% expansion due to the LDA overbindin
or tolerable lattice mismatch, one has the possible comb
tions VAs/GaAs, VSb/InAs, CrAs/GaAs, CrSb/InAs, VTe
CdTe, CrSe/CdS, and CrTe/ZnTe.

Other authors reported results on the equilibrium latt
constant of MnAs, CrAs,11 VAs,11 and CrSb.15 For MnAs,
the most frequently studied of these, the reported LDA
sults are 5.85 Å~Ref. 11!, 5.6–5.7 Å~Ref. 10!, 5.45 Å ~Ref.
13!, and 5.34 Å~Ref. 12!. Our calculations give 5.36 Å. We
do not know the reason for the discrepancies among the
ported values. Changing thel max cutoff or the number ofk
points brought only very small changes to our result, wh
using a nonrelativistic treatment for the valence electro
resulted in an increase to 5.41 Å. Results using the gene
ized gradient approximation~GGA! as an improvement to
the LDA were reported in Refs. 12, 13, and 15, givin
slightly larger lattice constants compared with the LDA.

V. „001… SURFACES

In the last part of this paper we examine the possibility
half-metallicity at the surfaces of these compounds. One
the authors~I.G.! recently studied the~001! surface of
CrAs.14 The conclusion of that study was that the As term
nated surface loses it half-metallicity due to As dangli
bonds that form a surface band within the minority spin g
while the Cr terminated surface retains the half-meta
character and the local magnetic moment increases. This
havior was found for both the GaAs and InAs lattice co
stants. Here we have extended our calculations to include
VAs and MnAs~001! surfaces, for the InAs lattice constan
The atoms were kept in their ideal bulk-like positions, i.
we have calculated the unrelaxed and unreconstructed
face; we must note that large relaxations or reconstruc
could alter the half-metallic character of the surface. Sin
for the As terminated surfaces the surface states origina
from dangling bonds cannot be avoided, we will discuss
termination with the 3d atom. Although at the surface thet2g
and eg representations are no longer relevant~the former
splits in two, one containingdxz1dyz and onedxy , and the
latter also in two, one containingdx2-y2 and onedz2), we ask
for understanding that we continue to use the same termi
ogy in order to make the connection to the bulk states.

The DOSs for the VAs and MnAs~001! surfaces are
shown in Fig. 3, for both the atom at the surface layer~V or
Mn! and at the subsurface layer~As!. For comparison, the
corresponding DOSs in the bulk are also presented. E
dently the V terminated VAs~001! surface remains half-
metallic. However, there is an important difference in t
DOS as compared to the bulk case, especially at the sur
~V! layer. For the majority spin, the peak at around22 eV is
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strongly reduced, and the same happens for the minority
at around21 eV. This can be explained by the fact that t
surface V atom has a reduced coordination number of o
two As neighbors. Then two less Asp orbitals penetrate the
V cell, reducing the local weight of the bonding states. At t
same time, the majority peak just under the Fermi leve
enhanced, gaining the weight which has been lost by
bonding states from both spin directions. Note in the DOS
the V surface atom that there is no more the clear minim
at EF for the majority states, which was distinguishingeg

from t2g in the bulk, as the reduced bonding-antibondi
splitting allows the latter states to come lower in energy.

In terms of electron counting, the V atoms in the bu
give away three of the five valence electrons to thep band
and retain the remaining two to build up the magnetic m
ment. On the other hand, due to the reduced coordinatio
the surface, only 1.5 electron per V atom is given away, t
3.5 remain to fill up majority states and build up the ma
netic moment; due to the gap, the minority states cannot
over any of these extra electrons, unlessEF moves higher
into the eg-like band ~this is the case for Mn to which we
shall turn shortly!. The situation is given schematically i
Fig. 4.

The gain in magnetic moment at the surface is accom
nied by an increase of the exchange splitting, pushing
antibonding andeg-like minority peaks higher in energ
~from 1.5 to 2 eV!; otherwise the gap could have decreas
due to reduced hybridization.

The increased magnetic moment must reach 3.5mB in the
vicinity of the surface; we find that 3.07mB are located on the
surface layer, about 0.35mB in the vacuum, and the rest add
up to the moment of the subsurface layer. We see that
integer value of the magnetic moment, which is mandat

FIG. 3. Left panel: spin- and atom-resolved DOS of t
V-terminated~001! surface for the V atom at the surface layer a
the As atom at the subsurface layer for the InAs lattice const
The surface DOS~full lines! and the bulk DOS~dashed lines! are
shown. The Ass states are located at around 10 eV below the Fe
level and are not shown in the figures. The energy zero refer
EF ; negative numbers on the DOS axis represent the minority s
Right panel: Same for the Mn-terminated MnAs~001! surface.
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in bulk half-metallicity, ceases to be a prerequisite in t
vicinity of the surface.

The situation described here is completely analogous
the one of the CrAs~001! surface.14 There, the magnetic mo
ment of the surface layer was reported to reach 4mB ; if the
magnetic moment of the vacuum and the subsurface laye
added, one finds a total moment of 4.5mB in the vicinity of
the surface, i.e., 1.5mB more than in the bulk.

However, things are different for MnAs~001! ~with Mn
termination!. The corresponding DOS of the surface M
atom and of the subsurface As atom is shown in Fig. 3~right
panel!. Manifestly, half-metallicity has been lost. The diffe
ence to the VAs and CrAs cases lies in the high magn
moment of 4mB that MnAs already shows in the bulk. If it
moment were to increase by the same mechanism, the
face ~plus vacuum and subsurface layers! would have to ac-
commodate 5.5 majority spin electrons. This is energetic
unfavorable, since the extra half electron cannot be acc
modated by thet2g band, so that higher-lying bands wou
have to be populated. Instead, as the majority states are
ered, the slow gain in magnetic moment is not enough
increase the exchange splitting substantially, and the mi
ity d states also reachEF . As a net result, majority and
minority DOS peaks are substantially lower in energy, ha
metallicity is lost, and a total magnetic moment of 4.59mB is
present within the first surface layer.

We have also made calculations for theX-terminated
XSe(001) surfaces, whereX5V, Cr, and Mn, using the InAs
lattice constant. The V and Cr ones are half-metallic wh
the Mn surface is not half-metallic. The arguments in t
above paragraphs still hold, but now each V, Mn, or Cr at
loses Se~group VI! neighbors instead of As~group V! and
thus the electron counting changes. In the bulk eachX atom
gives away only two electrons to thep band and not three a
in theXAs compounds. Losing two neighbors means that
surfaceX atom gives away now only one electron, so w
should have now four electrons for V or five electrons for
to build up the spin moment, i.e., we should have 1mB more
than in the bulk. Indeed we find the total spin moment
increase to 4mB for VSe~001! and 5mB for CrSe~001!. The
MnSe compound cannot be half-metallic, as this would me
a total spin moment of 6mB at the surface which is energet
cally unfavorable for reasons similar to the MnAs surface

t.

i
to
n.

FIG. 4. Schematic interpretation of the origin of the excess m
ment of 1.5mB at the VAs surface. The arrows represent the do
tion of V electrons to the valence band generated mainly by
low-lying As p orbitals. At the V-terminated~001! surface, half the
neighbors of the V atom are missing, so an excess of 1.5 elect
remains. They occupy the majority-spin states, giving an ex
1.5mB . The situation is similar in all 3d group-V compounds; for
the 3d group-VI compounds thep band welcomes in a total of two
instead of three electrons from each 3d atom; thus the excess mo
ment is 1mB instead of 1.5mB .
7-6
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A comparison of the CrAs~001! with the CrSe~001! sur-
face DOS, both Cr-terminated and at the InAs lattice c
stant, is shown in Fig. 5, where the bulk DOS is also p
sented. We see that the differences in the bulk of the
materials~the larger the gap, the more weight in the major
states underEF to account for one more electron! remain
their major differences also in the surfaces.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have studied zinc-blende compounds of the transi
metal elements V, Cr, and Mn with the group-Vsp elements
N, P, As, and Sb and the group-VI elements S, Se, and T
the ferromagnetic configuration. They all show a tenden
toward a half-metallic behavior, i.e., a 100% spin polariz
tion at EF . This can be traced back to the bondin
antibonding splitting due to hybridization between the tra
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sition elementd (t2g) states and thesp elementp states,
conspiring with the large exchange splitting which pushes
the minority d states. The total moment per unit cell, if th
system is half-metallic, is integer and given by the ‘‘rule
8.’’ Also, the sp atoms are found to have an antiparallel loc
moment with respect to the 3d atoms; the absolute value o
the local moments increases for lighter or less ionizedsp
elements. This is traced back to the degree of localization
the p wave functions around thesp atoms.

We have discussed the trends with varying lattice c
stant, in view of the possibility to grow these materials e
taxially on various semiconductors, and calculated the L
equilibrium lattice constants to obtain a feeling of the latti
mismatch with the possible SC substrates. Compres
eventually kills half-metallicity, sinceEF finally wanders
above the minority gap. Although for compounds involvin
lighter sp elements half-metallicity seems more robust, th
equilibrium lattice constants are too small. Thus the best c
didates for half-metallicity from this aspect are VAs, VS
CrAs, CrSb, VTe, CrSe, and CrTe.

Finally, we have examined the behavior of the transiti
element terminated~001! surfaces. In most cases hal
metallicity is maintained, and the magnetic moment
creases because of the missing neighbors where ch
would be transfered. Exceptions are the cases where the
face magnetic moment should exceed 5mB , for which half-
metallicity is lost.

In view of recent experimental success to grow such co
pounds, and of their relevance to the field of spintronics,
believe that our work will not only add to the understandi
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ization of spintronics devices.
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